Experimental investigation of wave tip variability of impacting waves
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We present an experimental study on the variation in wave impact location and present a mechanism for the development of free surface instabilities on the wave crest for repeatable plunging wave impacts on a vertical wall. The existence of free surface instabilities on an impacting wave is well known, but their characteristics and formation mechanism are relatively unknown. The development of the global wave shape is measured using a visualization camera, whereas the local wave shape is measured with an accurate stereo-PLIF technique. A repeatable wave is generated with negligible system variability. The global wave behavior resembles that of a plunging breaker, with a gas pocket cross-sectional area defined by an ellipse of constant aspect ratio. The variability of the local wave profile increases significantly as it approaches the wall. The impact location varies by approximately 0.5% of the wave height or more than a typical pressure sensor diameter. Additionally, the wave tip accelerates to a velocity of \(1.5 \sqrt{gh_0}\) compared to the global wave velocity of \(1.2 \sqrt{gh_0}\). The difference in impact location and velocity can result in a pressure variation of approximately 25%. A mechanism for instability development is observed as the wave tip becomes thinner and elongates when it approaches the wall. A flapping liquid sheet develops that accelerates the wave tip locally and this triggers a spanwise Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the liquefied natural gas (LNG) market showed significant growth with an increased demand for floating liquefaction facilities, storage facilities, and shipping solutions. Furthermore, LNG is proposed as an alternative shipping fuel, especially with the prospect of stricter emission standards.1 New challenges arise with the widespread use of LNG, such as the growth in bulk capacity of containment systems, trading routes with extreme weather conditions, and the use of lower filling levels.2 Lower filling levels evidently lead to an increase in extreme impact events, which have the potential to cause structural damage.3,4 Wave impact events are the basis of these extreme loads, which requires a fundamental understanding of wave impacts before studying increasingly complex phenomena.5

The study of wave impacts on a wall has been an active area of research for decades.6–11 Moreover, the impact of waves upon structures is relevant for many fields such as ocean, coastal, and maritime engineering. Bagno6 already showed significant variation of the wave impact pressure for carefully repeated wave impact experiments. The generation of repeatable waves is not trivial. Small changes in the input parameters, such as the water depth, the wave generation method, and even the weather conditions (for large-scale outdoor experiments), results in significant variability of the impact pressure.12,13 On the other hand, the pressure impulse (i.e., the integral of pressure over time) is far more repeatable and is used to model and scale the pressure of wave impact experiments.9,10,14–16 In recent years, the study of liquid sloshing17–21 and slamming on both wave energy converters22–24 and floating offshore structures3 has received considerable attention. The peak impact pressure is especially relevant in these applications.3,4

A number of reviews have been published both on extreme wave impact events and sloshing. For example, the effect of liquid sloshing impacts has been thoroughly reviewed by Ibrahim25. A detailed review of water wave impacts on vertical walls is presented by Peregrine4, whereas Dias and Ghidaglia26 present a detailed review on slamming. The impact of a wave can be divided into several elementary loading processes, such as the direct impact, the jet deflection, and the compression of the entrapped or escaping gas.20 Different types of wave impact can be defined by a combination of elementary loading processes. The classification of wave impact type depends on the wave shape prior to impact, which is either classified as a slosh, a flip-through, a gas pocket, or an aerated type of wave impact.1,4,7,27 For example, the flip-through wave impact has been studied in detail with and without hydro-elasticity.28,29 The effect of hydro-elasticity is relevant for all wave impact types.30 The flip-through wave impact only occurs for a limited parameter space.4 On the other hand, the impact of a plunging breaking wave occurs for a wider parameter space and often results in a gas pocket type wave impact. The impact type can easily be identified, but scaling of wave impacts from small-scale to large-scale experiments is not straightforward.
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The elementary loading processes can be used to identify the required similarity parameters. For example, Froude scaling can be used for the global flow, where the wave is not influenced by the presence of the impact wall (i.e., the increase in pressure in the gas pocket and increase in flow from the enclosed gas pocket). The global flow displays remarkable similarities with a plunging breaking wave, which allows a comparison of the wave crest velocity, the wave crest trajectory, and the gas pocket cross-sectional area. The gas pocket behavior after wave impact has been studied in detail, which shows that the enclosed gas pocket decreases in volume and starts to oscillate. The decrease in volume of the gas pocket after wave impact is not related to gas leakage at the wave crest. On the other hand, the local flow is significantly altered by the strong gas flow over the wave crest for a gas pocket type impact. The local flow can be altered by the surface tension of the gas-liquid interface, the gas-liquid density ratio, the compressibility of the gas (i.e., the speed-of-sound), the possibility of phase change and the aeration of the liquid. The scaling of the local flow is not well understood, but especially the formation of ligaments and droplets are thought to be relevant for the variability in impact pressures.

The global features of a wave impact on a vertical wall can be accurately represented by potential flow models. Apart from ignoring viscous effects, these simulations generally also ignore surface tension effects, as the impact is inertia dominated. The irrotational flow assumption seems to be valid, as qualitative agreement between experimental and numerical impact pressures can be obtained. Nonetheless, the gas phase should not be neglected, especially when the flow separates near the wave crest. Furthermore, the inertia of the wave tip is small and consequently it is pushed upward where it can eventually be blown off the wave crest. Compressible multiphase simulations are required to capture this effect. However, the simulations are often not able to capture the development of instabilities on the wave crest.

The source of impact pressure variability in repeated wave impact events is complex. The elementary loading processes can be used to identify the required similarity parameters. For example, Froude scaling can be used for the global flow, where the wave is not influenced by the presence of the impact wall (i.e., the increase in pressure in the gas pocket and increase in flow from the enclosed gas pocket). The global flow displays remarkable similarities with a plunging breaking wave, which allows a comparison of the wave crest velocity, the wave crest trajectory, and the gas pocket cross-sectional area. The gas pocket behavior after wave impact has been studied in detail, which shows that the enclosed gas pocket decreases in volume and starts to oscillate. The decrease in volume of the gas pocket after wave impact is not related to gas leakage at the wave crest. On the other hand, the local flow is significantly altered by the strong gas flow over the wave crest for a gas pocket type impact. The local flow can be altered by the surface tension of the gas-liquid interface, the gas-liquid density ratio, the compressibility of the gas (i.e., the speed-of-sound), the possibility of phase change and the aeration of the liquid. The scaling of the local flow is not well understood, but especially the formation of ligaments and droplets are thought to be relevant for the variability in impact pressures.

However, accurate measurements of the wave tip deflection have up to now not been reported.

In the present study, accurate free surface measurements at both the global and local scale were performed to investigate the source of impact pressure variability in repeated wave impact measurements. The variability in impact location of the wave crest is accurately determined and a mechanism for the development of wave crest instabilities is proposed. Both the free surface instabilities and the deflection of the wave tip are important in the context of sloshing induced loads, where also the extreme impact pressure needs to be taken into account. The global wave behavior is shown to be repeatable for measurements that have negligible system variability. Additionally, the wave behavior prior to impact is shown to resemble a plunging breaking wave. The local flow is investigated with a stereo-PLIF technique, which shows both an acceleration and a deflection of the wave tip prior to impact. The wave tip shows a significant variation in impact location on the scale of typical pressure membrane diameters of $d \sim 1 - 5.5$ mm. Furthermore, the development of a span-wise instability is observed. The instability on the wave crest is remarkably similar to that of a flapping liquid sheet. The length scale of the instability depends on the wave shape, density ratio, and the surface tension, which was already suggested in previous work. Additionally, the study may also provide quantitative data of the wave shape, wave velocity, and wave instability for physical and numerical model validations.

This paper is organized as follows. The experimental setup and equipment are introduced in section II. This section also introduces the experimental procedure required for the generation of repeatable waves. Thereafter, the results are introduced and discussed. First in section III A, the system variability is quantified and repeatable waves are identified. Then in section III B, the behavior of the global wave is identified. Finally in section III C, the local wave behavior is discussed and two sources of impact pressure variability are identified. The findings are summarized in section IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

A. Wave flume

Figure 1 shows the experimental facility used in this study. The measurements are performed in the wave flume of the Hydraulic Engineering Laboratory at the Delft University of Technology. The flume is 39 m long with a cross-section of $0.79 \times 1$ m$^2$, and the water depth is maintained at $h_0 = 500.0 \pm 0.5$ mm for all measurements. The flume is equipped with a piston-type wavemaker that has a maximum stroke of 2 m. Additionally, the flume contains an active reflection compensation (ARC) system, which is designed to operate during continuous wave.
Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental facility. The origin of the coordinate system is located at the center plane of the wave flume on the bottom of the flume. The positive x-direction is from the wave board towards the impact wall. (a) Side-view of the wave flume. The cameras for the stereo-PLIF are aligned on a xz-plane. A vertical light sheet (xy-plane) is created at the center plane of the flume. A focused wave, generated at the wave board (x = 0), impacts the impact wall at x = 0. (b) Top view of the set-up. The visualization camera measures the global wave shape, either at the sidewall or the light-sheet location. The stereo-PLIF system measures wave crest details in a smaller field-of-view at the light-sheet location.

or wave spectrum generation. In this work, the ARC sys-tem is disabled during generation of the single focused wave. After impact of the focused wave, the system is enabled to dampen the reflected waves and to reduce the downtime between experiments.

The current method of wave generation is similar to the large scale tests of the Sloshel project, where the ef-fective flume length is scaled with the length-scale (λ) of the depth-based Froude number (i.e., \( \lambda = \frac{h_0}{H_A} = \frac{1}{6} \)) with \( h_0 \) the current water depth and \( H_A \) the full-scale water depth. A Froude scaled experiment requires a reduced effective flume length, which is obtained by placing a 20 mm thick transparent perspex wall at a distance of \( L = 23.4 \text{ m} \) from the wave board (fig. 1). The perspex wall is attached to a frame, which is fixed to a stable concrete block (i.e., with dimensions of \( 0.78 \times 0.80 \times 1.00 \text{ m}^3 \) and a weight of approximately 1500 kg) placed in the flume. Silicone sealant is applied at the edges of the perspex wall to make it watertight. Nonetheless, exact Froude scaling is not achieved, due to practical limita-tions (e.g., the camera measurement system limits the water depth to 500 mm). The Froude scaled ratio \( \lambda \approx 1 \) compared to the (1 : 6) ratio of the Sloshel experiments, which will result in a smaller wave (i.e., with a smaller gas pocket and lower wave impact height).

The flume is equipped with a control system, a data acquisition system, resistance-type wave gauges, a posi-tion sensor on the wave board, and temperature sensors for both the water and air (TSP01, Thorlabs). The wave shape is additionally determined on a global and local scale with a camera measurement system. The generation of repeatable waves is not trivial and the required experimental procedure is further detailed in section II D. The wave gauge, position sensor, and trigger signals are collected at a frequency of 100 Hz. The three wave gauges measure the surface elevation (\( \eta = y - h_0 \)) at respectively \( x/h_0 = \{8.98, 18.0, 26.9\} \) (fig. 1). The position sensor (GHM2000MD601V2 position sensor, Temposonics) records the position of the wave board (fig. 1).

B. Wave generation

We obtain a large gas pocket wave with a technique that focuses the wave energy in the temporal domain. The wave board (fig. 1) generates wave groups with their own group velocity and phase speed, which results in a variety of wavelengths as shown later in figure 3. The wave energy of these wave groups is focused on a single location in the flume, the focal point (\( x_f \)). The focal point defines the wave shape upon impact, where a shift of the focal point results in respectively: an aerated, a flip-through, a gas pocket, or a slosh impact. The focal point also determines the angle between the
wavefront and the impact wall, where a parallel front (i.e., a wave crest aligned with the impact wall) results in a high impact pressure.\textsuperscript{44} The normalized focal point of \( x_f/h_0 = 0.81 \) is selected with a trial-and-error approach to obtain a large gas pocket with a parallel front, which results in a spray cloud.\textsuperscript{6}

The generation of nominal identical waves with a focusing technique is not trivial, as changes in the initial conditions, such as the water depth, are amplified by the non-linear wave focusing, which results in a different impact type.\textsuperscript{6,13} The variance in impact type results from two sources of variability: the system variability, and the hydrodynamic variability. Minimization of the system variability is essential to study the hydrodynamic variability (e.g., the growth of free surface instabilities on a wave crest). The system variability (i.e., the water depth variation, piston motion variation, and residual motion)\textsuperscript{14} is minimized within the limitations of the experimental facility. The comparison between measurements over several days is limited due to inevitable day-to-day variations present in the current experimental facility.\textsuperscript{13,18,17}

The day-to-day variations are all variations related to water depth, water quality (i.e., natural accumulation of particles on the free surface), and water temperature that cannot be fully controlled in the current facility. The initial water depth variations are expected to be the most significant source of day-to-day variations, as the water depth in this facility could only be set with limited accuracy (i.e., 0.5 mm). Therefore, a single data set is highlighted, for which the differences in input parameters are carefully reported in section III A.

### C. Free surface profile measurement

The wave impact upon a wall displays global and local behavior.\textsuperscript{18} The global wave is Froude scaled, whereas the hydrodynamic variability alters the local wave behavior.\textsuperscript{45} The difference in length scales of the global and local waves require separate measurement systems, which are introduced in the following section.

#### 1. Global wave profile

A high-speed visualization camera determines the global wave shape (fig. 1). This CMOS camera (Imager HS 4M, LaVision) is equipped with a 35 mm Micro-Nikkor objective with an aperture number of \( f\# = 8.16\). Two LED floodlights (ProBeam 170w, Noxion) provide background illumination on a diffusion plate, which for the selected aperture results in good image contrast between the background and laser light (see next section).\textsuperscript{46} The field of view is approximately 353 mm × 174 mm at a magnification of \( M_0 = 0.06 \). The image resolution is reduced to 1610×1000 pixels for a higher camera frame rate of \( f_{aq} \) of 2.5 kHz with an exposure time \( (\Delta t_e) \) of 358 µs,\textsuperscript{54} which is sufficiently low to avoid motion blur.

### 2. Local wave profile

A stereo planar laser-induced fluorescence (stereo-PLIF) technique measures the local wave shape at the center plane of the wave flume. This system is described in detail by van Meerkerk, Poelma, and Westerweel.\textsuperscript{60} The advantage of the stereo camera system is two-fold. For a single camera, free-surface measurements can be obstructed by liquid filaments, which is largely avoided by using a stereo-camera system. Second, the stereo camera system enables the use of a self-calibration procedure, which improves the measurement accuracy and reduces alignment errors.\textsuperscript{60}

Two high-speed CMOS cameras (Imager HS 4M, LaVision) equipped with 55 mm Micro-Nikkor objectives and a high-pass filter (OG570, Schott) are placed between the impact wall and the concrete block (fig. 1). The separation angle (2\( \alpha \)) of the stereo camera system is approximately 60\( ^\circ \), with an aperture number of \( f\# = 16 \) to accommodate the large separation angle. The image resolution is reduced to 1392×1400 for a higher camera frame rate \( (f_{aq}) \) of 2.5 kHz with an exposure time \( (\Delta t_e) \) of 363 µs. The field of view of 150 mm × 150 mm aligns with the tip of the focused wave.

The cameras are calibrated with a two-plane dot-pattern target (Type 22, LaVision) with its center at \((x, y, z) = (-104, 730, 2)\) mm. The bottom corner of the impact wall at the center of the flume defines the origin of the coordinate system and the positive \( z \)-direction is defined from the wave board towards the impact wall, so that the wave runs with a positive velocity from \( x = -L \) to the impact wall \((x = 0)\) (fig. 1). The calibration procedure requires us to initially image a fluorescent plate to determine a mapping function at the light sheet location. In the following paragraphs, we often refer to the details of the stereo-PLIF technique described in a previous manuscript.\textsuperscript{60}

A light sheet is created from the beam of a Nd:YLF laser (LDY 304 PIV laser, Litron) and focused at the center plane of the flume. The light sheet illuminates the approaching wave, which contains a fluorescent dye at a low concentration (Rhodamine WT, Sigma-Aldrich at 120 mg m\(^{-3} \)). The static surface tension does not change at the current fluorescent dye concentration.\textsuperscript{60} The dynamic surface tension is, in some cases, altered by the presence of natural surfactants that settle on the free surface over time (i.e., dust and other natural contaminants).\textsuperscript{61} The dynamic surface tension is not determined in the current experiments.

The local wave shape is obtained from the image with the following processing steps (fig. 2) implemented in Matlab 2020. First, a \( 3 \times 3 \) median filter reduces the effects of noise (fig. 2a). Then, a multi-step edge detection procedure is applied, which uses Otsu’s method.\textsuperscript{62} The boundary contour (fig. 2b) is traced after morphological operations are applied to close holes inside the wave shape and to remove small elements outside the wave shape.\textsuperscript{63} After that, the contour coordinates are mapped...
Figure 2. Data processing steps for the stereo-PLIF for the present measurements. (a) The original image pair from cameras 1 and 2 (Fig. 1). (b) The free surface profile after edge processing. (c) The profiles of both cameras mapped to world coordinates. The valid free surface profiles are indicated by a continuous line, whereas the invalid parts of the free surface reconstruction (i.e., the image borders) are indicated by a dashed line. The impact wall is located at \( x = 0 \) and the wave approaches the wall (i.e., from negative \( x \) which is defined to point towards the wave board). (d) The final combined profile based on the \( k \)-nearest neighbor search, with insets (e-f) showing the typical variance of the averaged profile with respect to the separate camera profiles as the distance norm of \( L_2 \approx 0.5 \) and \( L_2 \approx 0.2 \) mm for panels e and f, respectively.

The measurement accuracy of the stereo-PLIF system is determined for the initial calibration and a typical wave crest (i.e., free surface profile). First, the initial mapping function is determined with an accuracy of approximately 0.06 mm (e.g., 0.3 and 0.8 pixels for respectively the \( x \) and \( y \)-coordinate). The camera perspective results in a significant variation of the resolution (\( S \)). The resolution over the \( x \) (\( S_x \)) and \( y \) (\( S_y \)) coordinate are respectively 4.9 and 13 pixels mm\(^{-1}\). Second, a systematic error is introduced when the free surface profiles from the two cameras are combined. This systematic error is defined as the average Euclidean norm (\( L_2 \)) between the combined and individual profiles. The systematic error for a typical free surface profile (fig. 2 e-f) is approximately \( L_2 \approx 0.35 \) mm (e.g., approximately 1.7 or 4.6 pixels based on respectively the \( x \) and \( y \)-coordinate of the initial mapping function). The systematic error is larger at the top of the wave crest (\( L_2 \approx 0.5 \) mm) where the light sheet skims over the wave surface (see section III.C), which results in a increase of the measurement uncertainty. The measurement accuracy is mainly defined by the systematic error, whereas the error of the initial calibration appears to be negligible.

D. Experimental procedure

Nominal identical waves require a repeatable experimental procedure. The steps in the procedure are detailed in this section, which describes the residual motion reduction, water level control, and measurement procedure.

The free surface is disturbed by waves at several moments during a measurement. The waves are for example introduced when the wave board of the flume is zeroed, or when the water level is adjusted. The waves that reflect from the impact wall also disturb the free surface.
Despite this, the procedure reduces $\eta_\text{fsw}$ with $t = 0.3$ mm. The ARC is disabled after the allotted time, and the water is left untouched for 7 minutes.

However, the longest standing wave (i.e., seiche wave) is not completely attenuated by the bottom friction, which would require an impractically long downtime between measurements. Despite this, the procedure reduces the free surface fluctuations within acceptable limits for the present experiments.

The water level is checked with a ruler before the start of a measurement. Additionally, the water level is monitored with higher precision with the visualization camera (see section III A). The resolution of the ruler is 0.5 mm, which defines the minimum threshold for the water depth change. The water level is adjusted if the threshold is exceeded, and thereafter the residual motion is reduced according to the experimental procedure described above.

The measurement procedure initiates with the start of the acquisition devices, and wave generation. These are separate systems where the programming timing unit (PTU) of the camera system is used as a master clock during the measurements. The camera and analog acquisition system are both enabled prior to wave generation.

The analog acquisition system is manually enabled and collects data from the wave-gauges and piston position sensor at a frequency of 100 Hz. Additionally, the trigger signals from both the wave generation and the camera acquisition system are recorded. The data of the analog system is matched to the master clock based on the trigger signal of the wave generation system.

The camera acquisition system acquires data at a frequency of 2.5 kHz in a ring buffer, which enables continuous recording. This ring buffer allows a remote signal to trigger the recording of the camera measurement system.

The remote trigger signal is sent from a delay generator (digital delay generator DG535, Stanford Research Systems), which in turn is triggered by the wave flume.

The wave generation system is manually activated to generate a single focused wave. The wave generation system sends a trigger signal to both the camera and analog acquisition systems. Finally, the acquisition system is disabled after wave impact and the experimental procedure is repeated.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. System variability

On a global scale the wave is considered repeatable for the current facility when the system variability is minimal within the practical limitations. In this section these wave-gauge signal, piston motion, and still-water level are analyzed for 12 selected measurements. These 12 measurements are part of a set of 32 measurements, obtained over multiple days. The analyzed measurements were performed on the same day to avoid day-to-day system variability. The water quality (in particular the surface tension) is assumed to be constant, and the water temperature variation ($\Delta T = 0.3^\circ\text{C}$) is considered negligible.

The wave shape and wave height change significantly for small water depth variations (i.e., a water depth variation larger than 0.15% of the initial water depth is significant). An estimate of the water depth variation is determined from samples ($N = 100$) of the still-water level that were recorded prior to each measurement. A line is fitted through the still-water level, which shows a variation in initial water depth of $\Delta h = 0.08$ mm with a bias of 0.15 mm with respect to the linear fit of the still-water level. The water depth variation is lower than 0.15% of the initial water height. Therefore, the influence of the initial water height on the system variability is negligible for the measurements performed on a single day.

The piston motion ($x_p$) and wave-gauge signal ($\eta_{\text{wg}}$) are compared with methods commonly used to quantify the repeatability of focused waves. The height ($H$) and last zero up crossing period ($T$) of the highest wave are determined for both the piston motion and free surface elevation (fig. 3). For both signals the mean ($\mu$), standard deviation ($\sigma$), and coefficient of variation ($c_v = \sigma/\mu$) are reported (tab. 1). Additionally, the peak root-mean-square error (RMSE) is defined. Last, the coefficient of variance for the energy of the piston motion signal ($E_s = \int_0^t |x(t)|^2 \, dt$) is computed.

The period of the highest wave is repeatable for both the piston motion and free surface elevation, with an insignificant standard deviation compared to the acquisition frequency (i.e., $\Delta t = 10$ ms). The period of the highest wave is reduced as the wave steepens.

The piston motion is also highly repeatable, with a negligible standard deviation compared to the resolution of the acquisition system (i.e., 0.21 mm is equivalent to 2.1 mV). The variation in the signal power ($E_s$) is also insignificant (tab. 1).

Figure 3 shows the free surface elevation signal for the reported experiments, where the insets highlight the small amplitude (b) and large amplitude (c) free surface waves. Colors represent the different repetitions of the experiment. The numbering is kept consistent within the larger experimental campaign for data re-usability. The standard deviation of the peak height is not negligible compared to the free surface elevation ($\eta_{\text{wg}}$) and outliers (dashed lines) can easily be identified for the highest wave (fig. 3 c). The outliers are based on the median absolute deviation (MADe). A significant reduction in the standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the wave height are obtained with only the repeatable waves ($\eta_{\text{fg}}$). A possible source of the wave height variation is a remaining free-surface fluctuation (i.e., a seiche wave) at the start of the measurement. The coefficient of variation of the piston motion is low and does not depend on the repeatable and non-repeatable waves. The combined
Table I. The system variability is based on repeatability estimates of the piston motion (\(x_p\)) and the free surface elevation at wave gauge 1 (\(\eta_{WG1}\)). The free surface elevation without outliers (\(\eta^*_{WG1}\)) is also reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Number of measurements</th>
<th>(E_s) (mm(^2) s)</th>
<th>(H) (mm)</th>
<th>(T) (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(x_p)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>213.1</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\eta_{WG1})</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>227.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\eta^*_{WG1})</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>229.1</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Measurement number

Figure 3. (a) The wave elevation signal at wave gauge 1 (WG1 in fig. 1) is shown for 12 measurements obtained on the same day with an initial water depth of \(h_0 = 500\) mm. The still-water level (\(y_0\)) of the wave gauges is subtracted from surface elevation signal (\(y\)). The amplitude (\(H\)) and period (\(T\)) of the highest wave are also defined. The continuous lines show repeatable measurements, whereas dashed-lines indicate outliers identified based on the amplitude of the highest wave. The difference between repeatable and non-repeatable (i.e., outlier) waves is highlighted in panels b and c, where a zoom in of the free surface elevation signal is shown for respectively the short and long waves.
repeatability measures indicate insignificant system variability and, consequently, the global wave is expected to be well repeated.\textsuperscript{12,13,18}

B. Global wave behavior

The analysis of the system variability indicates that the wave generation is repeatable for the 9 selected waves\textsuperscript{42} from a set of 12 measurements (tab. 1). Now, the images obtained with the visualization camera are analyzed to compare the repeatability of the generated waves. First, the global wave behavior is visually compared. Then, the shape of the gas pocket and the location of the wave tips are determined. Finally, the cross-sectional area of the gas pocket in the plane of observation is determined and an estimate of the local gas velocity at the wave crest is derived.

1. Visual comparison

The qualitative repeatability is determined with a visualization camera by comparing differences in image intensity.\textsuperscript{38} Here the global wave shape, as obtained with the visualization camera, is compared for two typical measurements (M225 and M228) shown in panels (a) and (b) of figure 4. The red (M225) and cyan (M228) highlights show the difference in image intensity between both measurements at two time steps $t = -28.0$ and $t = -16.0$ ms with respect to the time of impact ($t = 0$ ms). The wave crest development for a typical wave (i.e., M225) can be observed at different time steps in the supplemental electronic material.

The free surface is determined at the side-wall of the wave flume, where the width of a color band (i.e., red and cyan areas) is a measure of the differences in global wave shape. The width is estimated at the tip of the wave crest (fig.10c) and the bottom of the trough (fig.10d). The difference in global wave shape is on average $L_2 \approx 4.4$ mm for $t = -16.0$ ms at the indicated regions. Although, these results must be interpreted with care, as variations in image intensity arise from multiple sources (e.g., laser-intensity fluctuations, a wetted or unwetted side wall). The overall shape of the global wave is quite similar. However, a more detailed analysis should be performed, as the variability in impact pressure is also related to small variations in gas pocket shape.$^7$

2. Cross-sectional shape of the gas pocket

Initially, the focused wave resembles a plunging breaker, which is used to define the gas pocket shape. The area of the gas pocket is typically reported at the moment of impact or during the compression cycle, where the gas pocket cross-sectional area is either fitted with a semi-ellipse\textsuperscript{36} or as a semi-circle.\textsuperscript{11,18} The area underneath a plunging breaker can also be approximated by an ellipse with a constant aspect ratio\textsuperscript{35} but the accuracy of this ellipse fit is a subject of debate for a plunging breaker.\textsuperscript{34} Here the gas pocket cross-sectional area is fitted with a semi-ellipse constrained to the impact wall.

The parameters of the ellipse (i.e., the semi-major axis $R_x$, the semi-minor axis $R_y$, and the center-point $\vec{r}_0$) are defined in panel (a) of figure 4. The ellipse semi-axes are manually determined using the images of the visualization camera, where the ellipse axes tend to correspond to the horizontal and vertical tangent of the gas pocket (fig. 4a-b). The ellipse center is defined by the $x$-location of the wall and additionally the $y$-location of the vertical tangent. The location of the tangent (i.e., vertical and horizontal) is manually estimated. The manual estimate is improved by detecting the maximum intensity gradient over a line perpendicular to the tangent.

The semi-ellipse fit overlaps with the cross-sectional area of the gas pocket of the visualization camera as shown in panels (a) and (b) of figure 4. However, small differences are observed near the wave crest and in the trough of the gas pocket (fig. 4). The manual selection accuracy over repeated evaluations is approximately 0.3 mm and 2.2 mm (i.e., equivalent to 0.5 and 5.4 % of the semi-major and semi-minor axes for a typical gas pocket at the moment of impact) for respectively the $R_x$ and $R_y$ axes. The uncertainty in the $R_y$ component is larger due to the reduced image intensity at the horizon-

Figure 4. (a)-(b) The back-projected side-view images of two nominal identical waves are superimposed at two time steps, where differences in intensity are indicated in red (M225) and cyan (M228). The colors highlight the variance in wave shape. The striations behind the wave crest result from refraction of the light sheet at the wave crest, and are measure of the sub-pixel variations present on the wave crest. Additionally, the semi-ellipse fit of the gas pocket is shown for M225 (dotted line) and M228 (dash-dotted line). The wave crest ($\vec{r}_{\text{wcl}}$), ellipse center ($\vec{r}_0$), and the ellipse’s semi-major and semi-minor axes ($R_x$, $R_y$) are defined in window (a). The cross-sectional area ($A$) of the gas pocket is defined in panel (b). The panels (c) and (d) show the intensity variation between waves, with respectively an averaged free surface variation of $L_2 \approx 5.0$ mm and $L_2 \approx 3.8$ mm.
The semi-major and semi-minor axes are approximated by a linear function (fig. 5). The upward motion of the wave trough (i.e., the contact point of the wave and the wall) is defined by the derivative of the semi-minor axis \( R_y \), and is approximately constant at \(-1.23 \text{ m s}^{-1}\). The wave speed is defined by the derivative of the semi-major axis \( R_x \) and is conjectured to change. The wave speed is initially \(2.38 \text{ m s}^{-1}\) for \(-80 \leq t \leq -40 \text{ ms}\), but it decreases to \(2.00 \text{ m s}^{-1}\) for \(-40 \leq t \leq 0 \text{ ms}\). The averaged wave speed is \(2.18 \text{ m s}^{-1}\), which is approximately equal to the shallow water phase speed \(\sqrt{gh_0} \approx 2.21 \text{ m s}^{-1}\).

The aspect ratio of the ellipse is nearly constant at \( R_x/R_y = 1.6 \) for \(-60 \leq t \leq -20 \text{ ms} \), which approximates the aspect ratio of \(\sqrt{3} \) for plunging breakers.\(^{33,34,68}\) The velocity ratio is also relatively constant, which results in a velocity \( R_y \) of approximately \(\sqrt{gh_0}/3 \).

The repeatability of the global wave is determined from the ellipse fit. First, the systematic error with respect to the linear fit is defined per measurement, which is on average 0.8 and 3.6 mm for respectively the semi-major \( R_x \) and semi-minor \( R_y \) axes. A measure of the wave shape repeatability is the random error, which is on average 1.1 and 1.7 mm for both axis. The higher random error of the semi-minor axis is a result of the detection method. Small variations in gas pocket sizes are a source of variability in impact pressure.\(^7\) However, the random error is negligible (i.e., 2.0 and 4.2 \% of a typical gas pocket at the moment of impact); as such the global wave shape appears to be repeatable based on the gas pocket size.

3. Wave tip

The development of the plunging wave tip is determined from the images of the visualization camera. The wave tip is formed when the gradient of the free surface profile is large, which results in a pressure gradient in the fluid that accelerates a liquid jet horizontally.\(^{32}\) The wave tip becomes thinner and longer, while following a ballistic trajectory.\(^{32}\) In the present measurements the wave tip does not follow a ballistic trajectory, as the cross flow at the wave tip results in a drag force that counteracts the gravitational force.

The wave tip trajectory is determined with the detection method previously used for the ellipse axes. The tip coordinate is determined for every fifth time step \((\Delta t = 2.0 \text{ ms})\), which is sufficiently small to determine the global wave tip behavior. The wave tip is detected with an accuracy of approximately 0.96 and 0.31 mm for respectively the \(x\) and \(y\)-coordinate of the wave tip. Figure 6 shows the wave tip trajectory for both the \(x\) \((x_{wt})\) and \(y\)-coordinate \((y_{wt})\).

The wave tip trajectory appears to be nearly linear for both coordinates (fig. 6). The residual error of the linear fit is 3.6 and 2.1 mm for respectively the \(x\) and \(y\)-coordinate, which indicates repeatable wave-tip behavior. Furthermore, there is no clear distinction in wave tip behavior between the previously defined repeatable and
4. Gas pocket cross-sectional area

Small variations in the gas pocket shape can result in impact pressure variability. The gas pocket cross-sectional area is determined to define the global wave shape repeatability and estimate the local gas velocity in front of the wave crest. The variability in impact pressure due to the variation in gas pocket size is expected to be minimal, as the ellipse axis and wave-tip coordinate already indicate a repeatable global wave behavior. The gas pocket cross-sectional area is defined as the ellipse segment underneath the wave crest tip:

\[ A = \frac{1}{2} (\pi R_x R_y - A_s), \]

(1)

with \( A_s \) the area of the elliptical segment above the wave crest tip. The area of the elliptical segment is defined as follows:

\[ A_s = R_x R_y \left[ \arccos \left(1 - \frac{h}{R_y} \right) - \left(1 - \frac{h}{R_y} \right) \sqrt{\frac{2 h}{R_y} - \frac{h^2}{R_y^2}} \right], \]

(2)

with \( h = R_y - (y_{\text{wt}} - y_0) \) the sector height of the elliptical segment (fig. 4). Figure 7 shows the calculated gas pocket cross-sectional area at the impact \( A(0) \) is subtracted. The gas pocket cross-sectional area at impact is approximately \( 4.1 \times 10^3 \) mm\(^2\) with a standard deviation of 6.5\%. The power of the best fit function to the gas pocket cross-sectional area is 1.52, which is approximately 3/2, as shown in the log-log inset of figure 7. Furthermore, the non-repeatable waves, based on the free surface elevation, are indistinguishable from the results for the repeatable waves.

The gas velocity at the wave crest increases as the wave approaches the wall. The incompressible gas velocity at the wave crest \( (V_g) \) follows from a control-volume attached to the ellipse:

\[ V_g = \frac{1}{\Delta x} \dot{A} \sim |t|^{-0.48} \sim |t|^{-1/2} \]

(3)

The variation in impact pressure of nominal identical waves is caused by the development of free surface instabilities on the wave crest. Here, a stereo-PLIF system is used to accurately measure the free surface of the wave crest and to determine both the development of instabilities and the wave tip deflection. The wave crest is determined with a smaller field-of-view than the visualization camera, which results in a higher resolution and accuracy of the free surface measurements. The system enables free surface measurements in the center plane of the wave flume where side-wall effects (i.e., friction and wetting) do not directly influence the measurement of the wave shape. First, the visualization camera and stereo-PLIF system are compared. Then, the temporal development of a local wave crest is discussed both in the context of measurement accuracy and wave tip behavior. Thereafter, the free surface profile is compared over several time steps. Finally, the wave tip and the variability for a Mach number \( (M = V_g/c) \) lower than 0.3. The gas in the cavity is incompressible for \( V_g = |t|^{-1/2} = 0.3c \) or up to \( |t| = (0.3c)^{-2} \approx 0.09 \) ms where \( c \) is speed of sound (343 m s\(^{-1}\) at standard conditions). The gas velocity at the wave crest ranges from 3.5 to 15.8 m s\(^{-1}\) for \(-80 \leq t \leq -0.4 \) ms. The global wave does not appear to decelerate through compression of the gas pocket.
1. Global and local measurements

The stereo-PLIF data of two typical measurements (e.g., M225 and M228) are compared with the images of the visualization camera that are obtained simultaneously (fig. 8). The stereo-PLIF results are superimposed (continuous line) on the combined side-view images of the visualization camera by matching the origin of both coordinate systems. The ellipse fit (dashed and dotted line) is also included, which shows a qualitative agreement with the stereo-PLIF results.

The wave-crest profile at the center plane (stereo-PLIF data) is similar to that at the side wall (visualization data). The large field-of-view of the visualization camera combined with the relatively small focal length lens results in a perspective view of the wave crest, which emphasizes the spanwise differences of the wave crest (see the supplemental electronic material). For example, a liquid filament is suspended from the wave crest at the side-wall, whereas the filament is absent on the rest of the wave crest (i.e., the spanwise direction). The side-wall effects, such as friction and wetting, limit the use of side-view measurements for quantitative repeatability studies of the wave tip behavior.

The application of a stereo-PLIF system in the wave flume is not without problems. For example, the liquid exerts a large pressure on the wall when it impacts, which results in vibrations in the camera system. The vibrations can introduce a misalignment in the camera system and a self-calibration procedure is needed to correct for the misalignment.

Additionally, loss of information occurs when a free surface undulation casts a shadow. This effect is observed at the top of the wave crest where the light-sheet skims over the free surface and obstructs the backward side of the wave (fig. 8). The wave tip also blocks the inside of the gas pocket as it plunges over the top. A straight line results at the blocked segment, that connects the wave tip and the backward face of the gas pocket (fig. 8). The wave tip is accurately determined by the light-sheet cut-off, whereas the accuracy decreases at the wave top.

The stereo-PLIF system enables a quantitative comparison of repeated measurements, whereas the side-view camera only enabled a qualitative comparison. A zoom of the free surface profile shows the difference between two selected measurements M225 and M228 (fig. 4 panels c and d). The averaged difference between the free surface profiles as determined by the stereo-PLIF measurements is $L_2 = 2.45 \pm 1.49$ mm over the entire field-of-view. The difference was previously determined to be $L_2 = 4.4$ mm for $t = -16.0$ ms based on the visualization camera. The quantitative difference determined with the stereo-PLIF measurements is lower, even for a later time step. The stereo-PLIF and visualization measurements show that the wave is repeatable on a global scale.

2. Temporal development

Figure 8. The side-view images of two nominal identical waves are superimposed for $t = -4.0$ ms and combined with the free surface profile from the stereo-PLIF measurement (continuous line). The ellipse fit from the visualization camera is also included. The refraction of the light sheet at the wave crest results in striations. These striations present a sub-pixel measure of the wave crest variability. However, they are neglected when comparing the visualization and stereo-PLIF measurements. (b) A zoom on the wave crest shows the difference when comparing the visualization and stereo-PLIF measurements.

Figure 9. The free surface stereo-PLIF data for experiment M225 is consistent over multiple time steps ($-29.6 \leq t \leq 2.8$ ms) at a reduced temporal resolution ($\Delta t = 0.8$ ms). The marker shows the location of the liquid jet, that is initially ejected outside the field-of-view of the stereo-PLIF measurement (see supplemental electronic material). The zoom shows the free surface stereo-PLIF data at its actual temporal resolution for $-7.2 \leq t \leq 2.8$ ms with an increased line width for every fourth time step.

Figure 9 shows the temporal development of the free surface for a typical case (M225) at two different time steps, which show the local ($\Delta t = 0.8$ ms) and detailed ($\Delta t = 0.4$ ms) free surface behavior. The local wave behavior shows the displacement of a small amplitude liq-
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Figure 10. The stereo-PLIF data of all 12 measurements for three time steps, additionally a movie of the wave crest development is available as electronic supplemental material. (a)-(b) Initially all 12 measurements tend to overlap. (c) The overlap between the different measurements reduces significantly as the waves approach the wall. The variation in free surface profile concentrates near the wave tip, which is influenced by an increase in gas velocity.

uid jet, which is initially ejected from the wave crest (e.g., outside of the field-of-view of the stereo-PLIF measurements) as shown in the supplemental electronic material. The disturbance (i.e., the liquid jet) is displaced to the back of the wave crest by the gas flow over the wave crest. The growth and displacement of the disturbance is continuous over time, which is indicative of the temporal consistency of the stereo-PLIF data (e.g., the initial disturbance is physically there).

The details of the wave crest moments before impact are displayed in panel b (fig. 9). Initially, a liquid jet is ejected from the wave crest as the gradient of the free surface profile increases, which results in a large pressure gradient in the fluid. In this measurement a liquid jet is ejected at two times, which results in the initial disturbance (i.e., defined by the marker) and the wave crest. The wave tip of a plunging breaker follows a ballistic trajectory, but here the wave tip is displaced upwards by the air flow from the gas pocket. The gas velocity at the wave crest increases as the wave approaches the wall, which results in a wave tip that is stretched and deflected. The formation of spray (i.e., droplets) and ligaments results in a higher noise level in the stereo-PLIF data, which is observed in the last few time steps of panel b.

3. Local repeatability

In the previous analysis of the system variability several repeatable and non-repeatable waves were identified. The stereo-PLIF data for both the repeatable and non-repeatable waves is presented (fig. 10). The waves initially (t = −28.0 ms) overlap and the variation increases as the waves approach the wall. The variability concentrates in the vicinity of the wave tip for all waves. Initially, the formation of instabilities is not observed, both in the processed free surface profile and in the original shadowgraph of the stereo-PLIF images. However, at later stages (fig. 10c), the wave tip but is deflected differently. This is hypothesized to be caused by an interaction of the gas flow and interface around the wave crest.

The variability of the free surface profiles is quantified. First, the difference in wave crest height (−120 ≤ x ≤ −115 mm) is determined from stereo-PLIF data at t = −28.0 ms (fig. 10a). The standard deviation in the height of all waves is approximately 1 mm, whereas the nominal identical waves show a standard deviation of approximately 0.9 mm. The difference between both sets (i.e., repeatable and non-repeatable waves) is negligible, which is also confirmed by the initial visual overlap of all waves (fig. 9a). However, the variation in free surface profile is more significant at the wave crest (i.e., 730 ≤ y ≤ 740 mm) for t = −28.0 ms with a standard deviation of approximately 3.5 mm.
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A parametric representation of the free surface profiles is determined with an arc-length method. The curve is parameterized with a fixed number of elements \(N = 2500\), which results in a spacing of approximately \(0.015\) mm. A Euclidean distance metric \(L_2\) is computed from the difference between parametric curves and their respective averaged free surface profile. The distance metric increases from approximately \(t = 2.5\) mm at \(t = 0\) ms to \(t = 5.1\) mm at \(t = 16.0\) ms, and to \(t = 8.0\) mm at \(t = 4.0\) ms. The Euclidean norm \(L_2\) confirms the buildup of variability in wave shape as the wave approaches the wall. The variation is most obvious at the wave tip, whereas the global wave (i.e., the wave top and the wave trough) remain similar, which is additionally supported by the movie in the supplemental material.

The wave tip variation is further investigated to determine its possible effect on the pressure variability, where the extreme position of the wave tip is defined as the maximum \(x\)-location of the stereo-PLIF profile (fig. 11). First, the wave tip velocity in the \(x\)-direction \(\dot{x}_{wt} = 3.31\) m s\(^{-1}\) is higher than previously determined from the visualization camera, \(\dot{x}_{wt} = 2.66\) m s\(^{-1}\). A deviation from the linear fit was already observed for \(-20 \leq t \leq 0\) ms, which indicated an acceleration of the wave tip. However, the wave tip was, for \(-20 \leq t \leq 0\) ms, obscured by either the perspective of the visualization camera or the formation of a liquid filament at the side wall. The wave tip velocity in the \(x\)-direction is significantly higher \(\dot{x}_{wt} \sim 1.5\sqrt{gh_0}\) for \(-20 \leq t \leq 0\) ms, which is higher than the wave tip velocity of a plunging breaker \((\dot{x}_{wt} \sim 1.2\sqrt{gh_0})\). However, the wave tip velocity in the \(x\)-direction is comparable to that of a plunging breaker that impinges on the free surface in front of the wave tip.\(^{58}\) In the \(y\)-direction the wave tip trajectory is altered by the gas flow escaping from the gas pocket, which is obvious from the acceleration in the \(y\)-direction for \(-5 \leq t \leq 0\) ms. The wave tip trajectory in the \(y\)-direction is not comparable to that of a plunging breaking, which typically shows a ballistic trajectory.\(^{32}\) The wave velocity at the center plane can increase due to wave focusing of a concave wave crest\(^{41, 51}\) or Bernoulli suction\(^{57}\), where the air pressure drops due to an increase in velocity at the wave crest.

A small amplitude wave grows on the wave crest for every impact, which is either caused by the large gradient of the free surface profile or by the Bernoulli suction (i.e., which is equivalent to the growth of a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability)\(^{32, 49, 57}\). However, the growth of a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability is in this study not expected, as there are no small scale disturbances observed on both the reconstructed free surface profiles and the shadowgraphs of the original stereo-PLIF images. Nonetheless, the small amplitude wave is defined as the wave tip, that is the maximum \(x\)-coordinate of the wave crest.

The wave tip is observed to grow as it approaches the wall, which results in a thinner and longer wave tip.\(^{32}\) The length change of the wave tip is linear, up to approximately \(t = 5\) ms, with respect to the global wave tip velocity \(\dot{x}_{wt} \sim 1.2\sqrt{gh_0}\). In this time the tip stretches approximately \(L \sim (1.5 - 1.2)\sqrt{gh_0}\Delta t \sim 15\) mm, which is, based on visual inspection, a good estimate of the tip length. The stretched wave tip resembles a liquid sheet.

Villermaux and Clanet\(^{59}\) studied the break up of a liquid sheet formed by the impact of a jet on a circular disk. The liquid sheet expands into the surrounding air, which results in a shear force that destabilizes the sheet by an initial Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The waves that result from the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability induce an additional motion at the tip of the liquid sheet. This finite motion at the tip of the liquid sheet provides the acceleration required for a secondary Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

A similar type of mechanism is observed to trigger the development of a span-wise instability on the tip of a plunging breaking wave. The wave tip is stretched into a thin liquid sheet, which is destabilized by an initial Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. This is observed as a finite amplitude wave that forms on the wave tip for \(t > -5\) ms (fig. 12 panels a and b). The finite amplitude wave, combined with the acceleration of the wave tip by the gas flow, results in an acceleration that triggers a Rayleigh-Taylor instability (fig.12c). The wavelength of the spanwise instability (i.e., liquid filaments or fingers) is defined as

\[
\lambda_\perp \sim (\gamma/\rho_\alpha \dot{x}_{wt}^2)(\rho_\alpha/\rho_1)^{1/3}
\]

where \(\dot{x}_{wt} = 1.5\sqrt{gh_0}\) is the wave tip velocity, \(\gamma\) is the...
surface tension of the air-water interface (72.3 mN m\(^{-1}\)).
\(\rho_a\) is the gas density (1.23 kg m\(^{-3}\)), and \(\rho_l\) is the liquid density (998 kg m\(^{-3}\)) at standard atmospheric conditions (1 bar, 20°C). The spanwise wavelength of approximately \(\lambda_\perp \sim 1\) mm agrees well with the visually observed finger spacing (fig. 12c).

In previous work the impact pressure variability was shown to depend on the density ratio \(\rho_a/\rho_l\) and the surface tension. A higher density ratio results in more well-developed (i.e., larger) liquid filaments. Further, the free surface at the wave crest fragments earlier for lower values of the surface tension. The increase in liquid filaments at higher density ratios and the spray formation at lower surface tension values are both caused by the span-wise wavelength of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability in Eq. (4). A mechanism for the development of instabilities is presented, where a flapping liquid sheet develops into liquid-filaments.

Furthermore, the liquid-filaments are accelerated by the gas flow from the gas pocket and eventually break up in small droplets due to a capillary instability of the liquid filament.

The variability in wave impact pressure is linked to the variation in wave impact location. However, the formation of liquid filaments decreases the accuracy of these wave tip detection prior to impact (i.e., close to the wall). The variation in wave impact location is determined just prior to the formation of a flapping liquid-sheet. The impact location is determined over a small time interval \(\Delta t = 2\) ms to improve the reliability of the measured coordinate. Figure 13 displays the variation in vertical wave tip location for \(-6.0 \leq t \leq -4.0\) ms, which is an indication of the variation in wave impact location.

The variation in vertical wave tip location is significant on a global scale with a standard deviation of 4 mm (i.e., 0.5% of the typical wave height). The membrane surface \(d \sim 1 - 5.5\) mm of a typical pressure sensor is small compared to the variation in vertical wave tip location. Even for large \(d \sim 9.5\) mm pressure sensor membranes the integrating effect of the surface area is not sufficient to remove all pressure variability. Furthermore, the physical spacing of the pressure sensor, which is typically on the order of 20 mm, limits the possibility of detecting these small wave tip variations. The variation in vertical wave tip location is similar for the other, not reported, measurements. However, the measurements cannot be combined due to the significant day-to-day variations.

Additionally very close to the wall \((x/h_0 \lesssim 0.18)\), the wave tip accelerates to about \(1.5\sqrt{g h_0}\) compared to the global wave velocity of \(1.2\sqrt{gh_0}\). The pressure sensor membrane is hit with either the wave tip velocity or the global wave velocity, which can result in a pressure difference of approximately 25%. The variation in pressure is similar to previous reported values for nominal identical waves. The variation in wave tip velocity due to either wave focusing or Bernoulli suction is a source of variability in impact pressure.
The source of impact pressure variation is a combination of system and hydrodynamic variability, but even for well-repeated waves (i.e., with insignificant system variability) a significant wave tip variability is observed. The variability in vertical wave tip location over repeated waves on a single day is shown to be significant compared to typical pressure membrane diameters (i.e., $d_p \approx 1 - 5.5$ mm). Furthermore, this variation is observed over several other days with a similar order of magnitude. The hydrodynamic variability is, even when the waves are well repeated, a source of pressure variability. The shear-driven flapping motion of the liquid sheet results in significant variability in impact location, which also triggers a Rayleigh-Taylor type of instability along the spanwise direction of the wave. The presented mechanism is probably one of the many types of instabilities that can occur on the wave crest, but for the reported gas pocket impact it occurs over a significant range of wave shapes. The reported measurements can be used for physical and numerical model validation.

**IV. Conclusion**

Repeated focused wave impacts on a vertical wall are not trivial. The generation of repeatable focused waves is not trivial. A limited number (i.e., $N = 12$) of the total set of 32 measurements is reported, as the day-to-day variations limit the detailed comparison. Therefore, the experimental variability (i.e., system variability) is reported in detail, which indicates that the wave generation is well-repeated over a single day. Several repeatable waves are identified ($N = 9$) based on the surface elevation measurements. These repeatable waves are studied and compared to the remaining non-repeatable waves ($N = 3$).

The global wave behavior prior to impact is studied with a visualization camera. The cross-sectional area of a large gas pocket impact is approximated by a semi-ellipse constrained to the impact wall. The aspect ratio of the ellipse is relatively constant $R_x/R_y = 1.6 (\sim \sqrt{3})$, which is comparable to that of a plunging breaker. Initially, the global wave behavior is also comparable to that of a plunging breaker, as both have a similar wave velocity ($\sqrt{g h_0}$) and wave tip velocity ($1.2\sqrt{g h_0}$). However, the trajectory of the wave tip does not resemble that of a plunging breaker. The drag at the wave crest, due to the escaping gas velocity, partially counteracts the gravitational force. Furthermore, the wave tip accelerates to a velocity of $1.5\sqrt{g h_0}$ as it approaches the wall ($x/h_0 \lesssim 0.18$).

Moments before impact the wave tip is deflected by the strong gas flow at the wave crest. The wave tip resembles a liquid sheet, that is destabilized by an initial Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. A flapping liquid sheet develops and the acceleration of the tip triggers a Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The spanwise wavelength of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability is well approximated by $\lambda_{bt} \sim (\gamma/\rho_\infty \delta_{wt})(\rho_\infty/\rho_t)^{3/5}$. The Rayleigh-Taylor instability is one of the free surface instabilities that can be a source of wave impact pressure variability. Furthermore, the flapping liquid-sheet is an indication of an instability that results in pressure variability with varying density ratio ($\rho_\infty/\rho_t$) and surface tension ($\gamma$). The other, not reported, measurements show a similar wave crest development with a flapping liquid-sheet that triggers a Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

In previous work the variability in impact pressure is often attributed to Kelvin-Helmholtz type instabilities at the wave crest. The current work shows that the variability in impact location is initially drag induced, with a standard deviation in impact location of approximately 0.5% compared to a wave height of 732.4 mm. The variation in impact location is large compared to typical contemporary pressure sensor sizes. A shear-driven flapping liquid sheet develops moments before impact, which delays the impact time and triggers a Rayleigh-Taylor instability that forms equally spaced liquid filaments. However, the variability in impact height already exists before the formation of the liquid filaments. The liquid filaments can impact the pressure sensor, although, it is more likely that the wave tip will directly impact the pressure sensor. The acceleration of the wave tip compared to the wave crest and global wave presents a more likely explanation of the variance in impact pressure.

**Supplementary Material**

See supplementary material for a movie of a typical (i.e., M225) wave impact and the detailed structure of the wave tip for the 12 reported measurements.
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